
Benefits

Are You Well-Architected?

Validated expertise in optimizing your AWS workloads

27Global's WAF Review provides insight into the state of your workloads, based on
AWS best practices, which can help your cloud architects to build and operate secure,
high-performing, resilient, and efficient application infrastructures.

Clearly-Defined Remediation

As a member of the AWS Well Architected Partner Program, 27Global is proudly in a small class of Advanced Tier Consulting partners worldwide that
have validated expertise in AWS' Well Architected Framework.   27Global recognizes that building secure and optimized infrastructure in AWS can be
challenging, especially when time and knowledge are not readily available. This is why we offer the AWS Well-Architected Reviews- to help our clients
truly optimize their workloads (and associated costs), streamline operations, and ensure optimal performance in AWS.

Accelerate modernization by building and operating secure, high-performing, resilient, and efficient infrastructure for systems using the
Amazon Web Services (AWS) Well-Architected Framework. AWS Well-Architected Partnerswork with you to conduct an AWS Well-
Architected Framework Review, evaluating architectures for high-risk issues, and offering improvement plans that are based on AWS Well-
Architected best practices.

Comprehensive Review by our WAF Experts
27Global will review your AWS workloads and benchmark them against best practices
in the following pillars: Operational Excellence, Security, Reliability, Performance
Efficiency, Cost Optimization, and Sustainability.

Accelerate innovation

Upon completion, 27Global will provide detailed remediation recommendations to
ensure your AWS instances are secure, compliant, cost-effective, and fully optimized.
Remediation funding may also be available for specific, qualified reviews.

Optimize workloads with AWS Well-Architected
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https://aws.amazon.com/architecture/well-architected/

27Global recognizes that building secure and optimized
infrastructure in AWS can be challenging, especially when
time and knowledge are not readily available. This is why we
offer the AWS Well-Architected Reviews- to help our clients
truly optimize their workloads (and associated costs),
streamline operations, and ensure optimal performance in
AWS.

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-howxijcwaehwu

27Global | Kansas City. Denver. Chicago. Dallas.

AWS Well Architected Framework

www.27global.com

Learn more about AWS Well Architected Framework and best
practices.

Gain an understanding of the pros and cons that apply to the decisions
made when building and operating systems on AWS. By following the
guidance provided by the AWS Well-Architected Framework, you will be
able to measure your architectures against proven best practices, and more
rapidly identify areas that may need improvement.

Realize the value of AWS
architectural best practices

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-howxijcwaehwu27Global WAF-R Marketplace Offer
To learn more about 27Global's Well Architected Review, please visit
our AWS Marketplace offer page.

Start your free review

Schedule a Review


